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Backgground and Ob
bjective: Diffusiion MRI offers an in vivo contrrast into local w
white matter (WM
M) architecture providing an innvaluable tool fo
or
investtigating patholog
gies which affectt neuronal WM. Often diffusion based populatioon studies make use of brain atlaases to provide regions of interesst
(ROIss) from which lo
ocal features aree extracted. Thesse atlases provid
de both a meanss of consolidatinng the vast quanntities of imaginng data to a morre
managgeable level as well
w as a procedu
ure to improve th
he quantification
n of anatomical cchanges. The maajority of atlasess make use of m
manual anatomica
al
segmeentations to deteermine regions corresponding to known named anatomical
a
consstructs that may be too large for statistical analyysis or the atlas is
i
not sppecific for a population (such as
a a pediatric population).
p
Thee purpose of thiis paper is to generalize the H
HARDI atlas genneration method
ds
descriibed in [1], to make
m
use of DTI data, so that an
n atlas for each modality
m
can bee created for a ppopulation, faciliitating a comparrative analysis of
o
both m
modalities when available. The goal
g of this fram
mework is to creaate ROIs that aree spatially uniforrm as measured bby the Log-Eucllidian DTI metric
[2] maaking them ideaal candidates for statistical analy
ysis. We generatee 2 atlases, one using DTI and tthe other HARD
DI datasets, on thhe same group of
o
typicaally developing adolescents
a
to deemonstrate the comparison
c
betw
ween the differennt diffusion moddels. This compaarison reveals thhe relative benefi
fit
of usinng HARDI contrrasts to identify complex WM reegions.
Methood: The atlas geeneration framew
work for DTI is analogous
a
to thaat described for H
HARDI in [1]. F
First each subjecct’s DTI datasetss are registered to
a com
mmon template, using
u
the DTIDrroid [3] registraation algorithm. A population avverage DTI imagge is determinedd using log Eucllidean averaging
g.
An afffinity matrix (K
K) is determined
d containing thee pairwise similaarities between all WM voxels. The similarityy between the ithh and jth voxel is
i
,

compuuted by
, where the ith vo
oxel has a location of pi and a diffusion tensorr of ti and
,
is the log Euuclidean distance
betweeen the ith and jtth tensor. This similarity is mod
dulated by 2 smo
oothing terms onne, , providingg a means to sm
mooth in the spattial domain whille
sm
moothes in the ten
nsor domain. On
nce the affinity matrix
m
is computted, a normalizedd cuts parcellatioon routine is useed to divide the W
WM volume into
spatial connected sub regions. The alg
gorithm can be stopped once the log Euclidean vvariance is below
w a certain threshhold or when a ccertain number of
o
regionns have been determined.
The ddataset used in th
his report consists of DTI and HARDI datasetts acquired from
m 27 healthy adoolescent subjectts (age 10.76 ± 2.35 years). DT
TI
dataseets were acquireed on Siemens 3T Verio™ sccanner using a single shot spinn-echo, echo-pllanar sequence with the follow
wing parameterss:
TR/TE
E=16900/70 ms, b-value of 100
00 s/mm2 and 30
3 gradient direections. HARDI datasets were aacquired using tthe same sequence but with th
he
follow
wing parameters:: TR/TE=14.7s/1
110ms, b-value of
o 3000 s/mm2, 64 gradient direections and 2 b0 images. Preproccessing consistedd of eddy curren
nt
correcction as well as the
t removal of Rician
R
noise [4]. Diffusion tenso
ors were then fiit to the DTI dattasets and the FO
OD model was ffit to the HARD
DI
data.
Resullts and Discusssion: Using the above
methood a DTI atlaas consisting of
o 150
regionns was computted using
6
,
and
0.3. Similarrly a HARDI atllas was
compuuted using [1] and the same set of
param
meters. These parrameters where chosen
for illlustrative purpo
oses, in practicee these
wouldd be fixed based on the specificss of the
populaation understud
dy as well as
a the
granullarity of the deesired ROIs. Bo
oth the
DTI aand HARDI attlases can be seen
s
in
figuree 1, displaying the general bilateral
b
symm
metry one would expect from an
natomy.
In adddition, it can bee seen that the HARDI
H
atlas parcellates the anatomy betterr in the
regionns of complex WM (highlig
ghted in
yellow
w)

Fig
gure 1: Representtative slices of thhe HARDI (left)) and DTI (right)) atlases created on a set of 27
heaalthy subjects. So
ome areas of diff
fference are highhlighted in yellow
w wherein the coomplex WM
regions are better seegmented in the HARDI atlas.

Concllusion: The preesented methodo
ology is
able too generate a WM
M population atllas using DTI datasets which alllows researcherrs to generate stuudy specific atlaases suitable forr subsequent RO
OI
based statistical analy
ysis. A compariison with the HARDI
H
based atllas framework, is supplied, thaat illustrates the improved abiliity of HARDI to
capturre and delineate complex WM such
s
as those inv
volving fiber cro
ossings. In studiies focusing on tthe benefits of H
HARDI, these tw
wo atlases can be
used in a single population for a comp
parative analysiss between modallities.
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